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September, 1964

Mr. R. Tinsley Parke, Executive Director
Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority
6500 Delmar Boulevard
University City 30, Missouri
Re: University City - Delmar Loop
Dear Mr. Parke:
Please find enclosed our report, "Urban Design Studies for the Delmar Loop " ,
which summarizes our principal design recommendations for the proposed new
Delmar Loop shopping area.
This report with its urban design recommendations is one of the several Consultants' studies of the proposed new shopping cent e r. In our report we have drawn
extensively upon the findings of these other studies, particularly the market
analysis and engineering studies , as well as the resources of the Redevelopment
Authority. While this summary report confines itself to just the proposed Loop
shopping center, we have already forwarded to you our recommendations for the
Metcalfe neighborhood, Metcalfe Park, the Shoppers Haven area, and have prepared and forwarded preliminary cost estimates for all public improvements in
the project area .
The feasibility of the Delmar Loop project and its planning background was devel oped by the Authority in its General Neighborhood Renewal Plan (GNRP) in 1962.
General design objectives for the Loop were established in our October report of
l ast year. A market feasibility study for the proposed new shopping center and
engineering analyses of building conditions and subsurface soils condition were
completed this year.
Except for a few structurally sound buildings, the present Loop is scheduled to
be cleared of existing buildings. Th e market analysis indicates that a new modern neighborhood community shopping center, containing approximately 100, 000
to 125, 000 sq. ft. of retail space and 75 , 000 sq. ft. of office spac e, can be supported in the proposed new shopping center .
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The greater part of the development of the new center will be undertaken by private developers. The City will seek to attract developers for the new center by
clearing the area of existing deteriorated buildings and constructing public improvements, such as new roads and open spaces.
In order to give the Redevelopment Authority the maximum opportunity to account
for changing market conditions in the time lapse between the present Planning
phase of the project and the selection of developers in the Execution phase, and
in order to give developers the maximum flexibility to develop an integrated center, an "open" plan has been developed for the proposed shopping center. In an
"open" plan, only a basic land us e-circulation pattern and overall design objectives are established.
The purpose of our study, therefore, has been to dimension and locate a new
physical framework for the Delmar Loop, within which private redevelopment
can take place. The design plan and illustrative sketch show our principal land
use, circulation and open space recommendations and also illustrate how a new
Loop shopping center might look.
In the next phase of the Delmar Loop project, the Execution phase, the actual
design of the new center will be planned with the developers, based on the planning and design objectives established in the urban renewal plan as summarized
in this report. Detailed studies and construction drawings, such as the draWings
for the reconstruction of Delmar Boulevard, will also be done for all public improvements.
Within the proposed fram ework 'of new land use •. circulation and open space, a
very modest or vigorous new retail program for the shopping center can b e ac commodated. The illustrative sketch shows what a vigorous new center might
look like. While the center shown on this sketch represents a larger volume of
space than the market estimate, two factors regarding the future Delmar Loop
escape even the most advanced estimating techniques: the role of unusual entrepreneurship on the part of either the City or private individuals, and the role
that a growing Washington University will play in the forthcoming development.
Three to five years will probably be required to bring about the plan's realization.
Some delays and disappointments can be expected. However, the concerted and
persistent action on the part of all concerned, can bring the plan to fruition and
bring back to University City a vigorous and beautiful new center.
Very truly yours,
Sasaki, Walker and Ass.o~iates, Inc.

cg

Richard F. Galehouse
Masao Kinoshita
Don J!:. Olson
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Area Map

INTRODUCTION
The D elmar Loop u rban r enewal area contains University City's oldest
business district, the Loop; a high density residential area, the Metcalfe
neighborhood; a neighborhood park, Metcalfe Park; some light industrial
uses; and a small shopping center, Shoppers Haven.
Within the urban renewal area, the existing Loop s hopping area was con structed shortly after the turn of the centu ry around the terminus of the
trolley line from St. Louis. In its form and organization of uses, the Loop
was designed to function w ith the streetcar. Shops faced the streetcar tracks
on both sides of Delmar and along Enri ght from Kingsland to Leland, where
the tracks loop back on themselves. This arrangement of shops provi ded
the most convenient possi ble daily relationship between the commuter-shopper
and his pri.n cipal means of transportation. In addition to drawing upon the
commuters and the surrounding neighborhoods, the location of the Loop as
a transportation node made it one of the most accessible shopping areas in
the metropolitan area.
The present business decline and pattern of deterioration in the Loop began
with the demise of the trolley and the use of mass transportation in general.
Today, the physical pattern of the Delmar Loop shopping center is functionally obsolete. Existing shops are not easily accessible to the prime mode
of transportation, the automobile. Shop sizes are generally too small, and
their organization in long lines facing the streets is not compatible with the
organization and. size of shops in a modern retail center.
The existing Loop contains approximately 136, 000 sq. ft. of ground floor
space . Of this, approximately 88, 500 sq. ft. is used for retail facilities.
6, 500 sq. ft. is now vacant and 41, 000 sq . ft. is used for business offices
and other uses. Approximately one half of the retail space is in convenience
facilities and the remaining is split between service establishments and
shoppers goods stores.
An estimated 100, 000 to 125, 000 sq . ft. of retail floor area can be supported
in a new retail center in the Loop. Approximately 52 , 000 to 70, 000 sq. ft.
of this space is estimated to be shoppers goods space and the remaining space,
convenience facilities. The market analysis a l so suggests that 75, 000 sq. ft.
of office space can be supported in the new center .
The role of the proposed new center has been identified as a "community
shopping center", to serve the convenience goods and some shoppers goods
requirements of the surrounding neighborhoods, the larger University City
community, and the specialized shoppers goods requirements of the Washington University community.
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University City looking south showing the General Neighborhood Renewal
Plan Area, the first project area Eastgate-Westgate, the second project
area Delmar Loop, the Civic Center, and Washington University.

Analysis of the potential development of the Loop as estimated in the market
analysis shows that the anticipated new development will probably be one of
relatively low buildings. The only structures that are expected to exceed
two to three floors in height are an office building, parking garage(s), and
an apartment building.
Therefore, the design form of the Loop will originate not from the play of
large archite.ctural volumes, but from the form of spaces and their articulation by the facades of lower buildings, trees, lights and other public improvements.
The most significant existing spaces in the Loop area are the long channellike space of Delmar Blvd. from the eastern limits of University City to
Kingsland Avenue, the existing playground of thE! Delmar Harvard School
and the campus-like setting of the Civic Center.
The existing Civic Center and Loop are seen and experienced in several
ways from the principal approaches through these street spaces. When
approaching University City ~long Delmar Boulevard from St. Louis, University City first comes into view from the top of the bridge over the Wabash Railroad. From this position, a panoramic view is obtained of the
green residential districts of the City, with the familiar form of the City
Hall forming a focal point at the end ofDelmar Boulevard. Once the Wabash
tracks are crossed, moving west, Delmar Boulevard descends into a channel
and the City Hall disappears from view . At Kingsland Avenue, the City Hall
reappears and is seen in full view across the Delmar Harvard School playground.
Approaching the Civic Center and the Loop from the western part of University City along Delmar Blvd : , neither the Civic Center nor the Loop are
perceptible until passage through the Lion Gates. At the Lion Gates, Delmar
. Blvd. descends quickly to Kingsland Avenue opening a panoramic view
with the Loop in the foreground, the roofs of Eastgate-Westgate in the background and St. Louis still farther to the east.
Approaching the Civic Center and the Loop from the north along Kingsland
Avenue, there is a continued awareness of the Civic Center through glimpses
of the upper portions of the City Hall. From the north, Kingsland Avenue
visually terminates at a gas station on Delmar Blvd.
The strong visual impression of the channel-like space of Delmar which
leads like a corridor to the Civic Center is presently weakened by the fragmentation along its edges at the Delmar Bank, the gas station at Kingsland
Avenue and Delmar Boulevard and the service yard of the Post Office at
Kingsland Avenue and Delmar Boulevard.

4

The Delmar Loop urban renewal area looking north showing: the area to
be cleared and the buildings scheduled to remain in the existing Loop shopping area, the Metcalfe neighborhood north of the shopping area, Metcalfe
Park, the Shoppers Haven Area, the proposed Greenway, and the existing
Civic Center.
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Along Delmar Blvd . the architectural grouping, monumental scale, and
unique siting of the Civic "center make the Civic Center the design focus
in the Loop area. The City Hall is the existing dominant architectural
volume and is seen from long distances to the east and to a lesser extent
from the north. The existing bleak appearing Delmar Harvard School playground is the dominant open space in the existing Loop - Civic Center complex. To the north of the Loop area, the Metcalfe neighborhood is joined
closely to the existing Loop by a strong regular pattern of streets which
intersect Enright Avenue in the Loop at right angles. Residential and commercial uses meet at these street corners. This street pattern encourages
a continuous and direct pedestrian flow into and out of the Loop along Heman,
Syracuse and Leland Avenues. The parallel pattern of streets and grade
changes south of Delmar Blvd. does not encourage as close a neighborhood
relationship to the Loop.
Therefore, the two principal determinates in developing a design form for
the Loop are: first, the size and nature of the antic~pated new development
program as estimated by the market analysis; and second, the design relationships of the proposed new development to the existing Civic Center
and surrounding neighborhoods.
Four overall design objectives have been established for the development
of a new retail shopping center in Delmar Loop:
1.

An intensively developed neighborhood community shopping center
which satisfies modern retailing requirements of arrangement and
size of shops, access, parking and general amenities.

2.

A Center in which staging of development does not prematurely displace

existing uses and does permit the new center to work equally well at
all of its principal stages of development.
3.

A new Center which is urban in character and which fits into the context of its urban environment in such a manner that the major design
elements in the surrounding environment, including the existing Civic
Center, adjoining neighborhoods and the proposed Greenway, become
an integral part of the new development.

4.

A Center which creates a new "image" for University City and makes
a significant contribution to the beauty of the City.

6

View of a Loop shopping center across a new public plaza showing two level retail
development. A pedestrian bridge links the second level over the new public
walkway on the existing Heman Avenue right-of-way.
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DESIGN

PLAN

RECOMMENDATIONS

LAND USE
The existing Loop shopping area between Kingsl and
Avenue and Melville Avenue occupies approximately
11 acres of land. Eight of the eleven acres are
actually developed in buildings, parking areas and open
space uses. The remaining three acres are developed
in public ways including Delmar Blvd. through the
Loop, Enright Avenue and portions of Heman and Leland Avenues. Delmar Blvd. splits the existing 11
acres into two nearly equal size parcels. Though
nearly equal in overall size, the area south of Delmar
is long and relatively shallow in depth and the land area
north of Delmar, more compact and deeper.

Existing Loop shopping area

If the estimated new program for the Loop (125, 000 sq.
ft. of retail, 75 , 000 sq. ft. of office space, approximately l, 300 car spaces and appropriate new roads)
were sited on a single level, a minimum acreage of
approximately 18 acres would be required. This minimum requirement would not include any significant
open spaces.

The existing eleven acre Loop development is tightly
bound to the north and south by existing residential
areas which are scheduled for rehabilitation. The
Civic . Center and Delmar Harvard School lie to the
west and the proposed new Greenway and the EastgateWestgate neighborhood lie to the east.

Program at one level

Substantial expansion of the Loop beyond its present
land area can only take place in the surrounding residential areas. These neighborhoods have an average
of s ·x to eight my.l:tj-family residential structures per
acre and a value of $160, 000 to $ 24o, 000 per acre.
Existing development, for the most part, is urban in
character, with nearly 1 OOo/o building coverage on the
north side of Delmar Boulevard. Building coverage
on the south side is lower with many of the buildings
having on-grade parking facilities in the alley to the
rear. The new Delmar Bank is an example of the typical new suburban type development of low building
coverage with the large open parking areas which surround it.
8

In view of the site location, its surrounding environment and the anticipated program
of new development, w e recommend the following land use objectives for the new
center:
1.

Develop an intensive. integrated center. urban in character, with a maxi mum building coverage.

The design plan allocates a total of~e s for the proposed new LOO,P
development. Of this, approximately 8 acres are generally assigned for
builijgg~gace an<i_p_§,_rking requirementsaJld a major public open space.
Approximately 4 acres will be required for existing and propose new roads
and abutting sidewalk areas . A 1. 3 acre site along the Greenway has been
allocated for residential use. An additional 1. 0 acre parcel includes the
Varsity Theater on the south side of Delmar.
Rather than cutting deeply into adjoining neighborhoods for additional acre age at high capital and human cost, we strongly recommend that the various
uses be stacked vertically with priority given to retail uses at the ground
level contact with pedestrians. Parking , office and residential space can
be de veloped above the ground level retail space.
The illustrative sketch shows how this program can be accommodated in a
new development. Except for some grade level parking, retail uses are
given priority on the ground levels. Additional parking is accommodated
on roof decks and in parking structures. Office space uses are shown in
taller buildings above both retail and parking levels. The parcel between
Leland and the new Greenway is shown in residential use with the ground
level assigned to convenience shops .
., 2.

_Allocate the 9-rea on the north side of Delmar Blvd. to pedestrian oriented
shopeers goods stores and the area to the _south of Delmar to automobile related convenience facilities.
The _shape of the parcel on the north side of
Delmar with its greater depth affords much
greater flexibility and opportunity for t he de_velopment of a modern retail center with a n
·. ;,~oterior ped€''ftc;}af?!i.IJ!l'lll· _. Th~;shallow er par:'' ·e'e l to the south' of i3eJ.>I1a~ cah ac .c ommodate a
. single depth of convenience facilitil'!o\ such as
drive-in banks and cleaners.
·
The design plan and illustrative sketches show
how the pedestrian oriented shoppers goods
facilities could be placed on t he north side of
Delmar and how automobile oriented convenience facilities could be placed on the south
side of Delmar with on-grade parking to the
rear for quick access and egress for the convenience shopping stop of 5-15 minutes.

Parcel depths in new center
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OFFI C E

ABO VE

Section through Loop showing how a two level retail center,
ing spaces above, could be developed between Kingsland and Heman Avenues.
I
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I
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Land use-circulation plan of a new cente r showing arrangement of shopping goods
facilities to the north and service-comm e rcial facilities to the south side of Delmar .
The area on the north side of Delmar Blvd. lends itself to the development of a
typical "dumbbell" shaped center where key generators of activity are placed at
either end of the center or to a development where a single large generator is
placed near the center and surrounded by smaller shops.
The design plan and illustrative sketches s how the development of a "dumbbell"
shaped center. The .Pelmar:_Ga,Lden Apartments at the corner of Kingsland Avevue and Delmar Bouleva.cd is shown rehabilitated for lower level use as a variety
store or large drug store . A large portion of the block between Heman and Leland
Avenues is shown reserved for a second large generator such as a junior department store, and between the two generating facilities, an interior air conditioned
mall faced with smaller shops has been developed. The change in grade between
Kingsland and Leland Avenues permits development of a two level retail center.
A pedestrian bridge is shown linking the second level of retail activity to the junior
department store across a broad new public walk on the existing Heman R. 0. W.
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REHABILITATION AND CLEARANCE OF EXISTING STRUCTURES
For the most part, existing buildings in the Loop
are badly deteriorated and stru cturally unsound.
Enginee ring and rehabilita tion surveys s how that
six buildings: The Delmar Garden Apartments,
The American National Insurance, the University
City Building, the Varsity Theater, and the offi ce
structures at Mellville Avenue and Delmar Boulevard a r e s tructuraily sound and capable of rehabilitation. The Delmar Bank is a new modern struc ture.
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Existing buildings t o r emaiiiJ

For the r ehabilitation and clea r anc e program, we r eco mmend tha t the Cit y :
3.

Retain those buildings w hich are structurally sound and that can indi vi d ually
be rehabilitat e d to meet the minimum property a nd design standa rds of t h e
Plan, a nd tha t can be inte grated into a tot al n e w d evelopment of the L oop.
Remove th e r emaini ng s t ruc tures for r e d ev elopment.
In addition to their generally sound condition, these buildings are currently
valued in excess of three quarters of a million dollars on the tax rolls. Var ious a lternative design studies of the Loop have also shown that these existing
buildings can be integrated into a total new development of the Loop. If c are
is taken in the exterior r enovation of t h ese buildings, their age and existing
archit ectural expr e ssion can lend int e rest and variety to a contemporary n ew
center.
The illustrativ e pers pective sketch shows how the a rchite ctural mass of t he
existing buildings can b e fit ted into a new center. In t he Exe cution P has e of
the Loop project, a c areful architectural evaluation will hav e to be made of
each of these buildings, not only to insure a n indiv idual redesi gn of me r it,
but redesign that m e ets t he overall design objectiv es of the new C enter .
The University City Building, for example, is bas ically a handsome bu il ding .
It has ove rall good prop ortions and has b een car e fully deta iled . Its major
w eakness on the exterior is the change of material from warm light c olor c ut
stone on the uppe r floors to t h e heavy appearing bl a c k composition gla ss fa cing
mat erial s on the ground floor and the poor proportions and d etailing of the
windows and doors on the first floor.
The illustrative sketch shows how this existing building might be rehabilita ted.
The first floor facade is stripped of the existing black s u rfacing materials and
the bays between the v ertica l structu ral members on th e first floor a re opened
t o develop an arcade. The a r chitectural expression and surfacing materials of
the upper floors ar e carried to th e ground level. The s k etch suggests the d evelopm ent of a restaurant on the first floor wi th outdoor dining under the arca de
facing th e public plaza.
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4.

R eu se first floor offi ce s pac e and open parking areas in the Loop for more
intensi ve retail and service c o mmer c ial development .
With the exception of the American National Life Ins urance Company, existing
buildings to remain could continue to be us ed as they are now. The American
National Life Insurance Company building, howe ver, will occupy a central
position in any scheme for the redeveloped Loop. Its present office function
on the ground floor would create a void in the activity of an i nte nsively developed n ew retail center . This struc ture on the ground floor , at least, s ho uld
be reused for retail or commercial use or some inte nsive public use suc h
as a library or community center.
The new Delmar Bank is a hands ome building and a visual asset to the Loop .
However, s urrounded as it is by open parking, it will also create a serious
architectural and activity voi d in the overall development of t h e south side
of D elmar. The bank and side parking areas now occupy a 300 foot frontage
along the south side of D elmar or over 40o/o of the potential frontage on the
south s i de in the proposed new center. While parking to t he rear s hould re main, we recommend t hat the parking areas on e ither side of t h e bank facing
Del m ar be 1·e used for ne w retai l or servic e commercial building development.

good overall proportions and de t ailing

(---- stone facing material lends appearance
of quality and permanence

~ disr upting change of mat erial a nd color

Sk etch s howing how th e existing University City Building c ould be rehabilitated.
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VEHICULAR CIRCULATION

The existing Delmar Blvd. th rough the Loop will continue to function as an important City and metropolitan
traffic ca rrier. Although the present avenue through
the Loop is approximately 54 feet wide, traffic is essentially limited to a single moving lane in each direction by the movement of cars in and out of curbside
parking spaces and by the presence of numerous curb
cuts.
The existing jogged intersections at Kingsland Avenue
and Delmar Boulevard make north-south movement
through the Loop and left turn movements onto D elmar
difficult. Vehicles shortcut through the Metcalfe neighborhood immediately north of the Loop and through the
Eastgate-Westgate neighborhood to avoid the KingslandDelmar intersection.
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We recommend the following remedial actions and
new road improvements in the Loop:
5.
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Existing Delmar Boulevard

Re-plan the entire length of Delmar Blvd.
including the intersections, from the Civic
Center through the Loop and Eastgate - Westgate to the St. Louis city limits.
Two overall objectives should be met in the
re-planning of Delmar: First, the street should
be re-planned to serve its primary funct ion
as a major arterial street in University City;
second, the design articulation of the impr ove ments through the use of paving mat e r ials,
street trees and street lights should contri bute substantially to the beauty and new "image"
of the Loop and Civic · center.
The coordinat e d re-pla nning oi' Del mar Boulevard
should include physical improvements such as the
provision of left turn lanes and bus pull-offs; the
developm e nt of synchronized traffic controls at the
intersections; and the development of safe and convenient new pedestrian crossings.

Proposed Delmar Boulevard
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The present 54 foot width of Delmar Boulevard through the . Loop coupled ;-vith
the removal of all on- street parking will permit the prov1S1on of two movmg
lanes of traffic in each direction as well as left turn lanes at Kingsland and
Leland . Additional bus pull-offs can be provided on either side of Dehnar by
selectively placing new buildings behind the existing building setback hnes.
6.

Place a perimeter street around the shopping center to maximize the opportunity
for vehicle access arrl to h elp establish the identity of the new Delmar Loop through
a clear, strong. and perceptible pattern of vehicular access.

With Dehnar Boulevard returned to its primary function as a major arterial street, important new access is required for movement
of cars in and out of parking areas and for the
movement of trucks servicing the center. The
Loop will also continue to function as a transportation node in the metropolitan areas. Five
bus lines will terminate or originate from the
new center. The proposed new perimeter street
will easily accommodate the direction changes
of the bus lines and provide space for the "stacking" of waiting buses.
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Proposed vehicular circulation
The ability of a shopper to easily reach all parts of the proposed new center and
its parking areas is essential to the overall success of its de velopme nt . The
simple plan form of the perimeter street and its location w ill meet the functional
and visual criteria necessary to clearly establish the identity and accessibility
of the new center and its various parts.
7.

Establish a residential precinct north of the shopping center by maintaining a
clear separation of traffic generated by the new center from the neighborhood.
This neighborhood along with Eastgate- Westgate neighborhood is the most densely
populated area of the City. Yard spaces are the smallest in the City requiring
most children and adults to move to either Metcalfe Park or the center islands
on Heman and Syracuse for outdoor recreation. The large volumes of traffic
generated by a successful redevelopment of the Loop are incompatible wtth th e
desirable qualities of safety, qui et and general freedom from traffic nuisances
in any residential n eighborhood, particularly such a densely developed neighborhood as the Metcalfe neighborhood. For the convenience of the neighborhood, a
one-way link to the n ew center is recommended from Syracuse Avenue or Heman
Avenue

14

PARKING
Parking spaces for 12 00 - 1400 cars will be required should the proposed new center develop as anticipated in t h e market program. Over 10 acres of parking space
would be needed if the entir e parking requirement were placed on a single level.
Residential land values adjacent to · the Loop average $160, 000 to $240,000 per acre. Land costs,
therefore, exclusive of demolition and construc tion cost to produce an on-grade parking space,
woul d average $1, 300 to $2, 000 per car space.
A roof can be strengthened for parking for an ad ditional $500 per car space. Space in parking
structures can be provided at a cost of approximately $1, 600 to $2 , 000 p e r car space.
Parking requirements will generally fall into three
categories : all day parki ng for employees , one to
three hou r parking for shoppers and five to fifteen
minute parking requirements adjacent to conveni ence facilities . The first two requirements, for
empl oyees and for shoppers, can conveni ently be
met in roof decks and in parking structures. Park ing for short stops at convenience facilities is best
met in closely r elated on-grade lots because of
th eir more apparent ease of access and egress .

Parking at one level

In order to meet the parking program requirements, we recommend that the City:
8.

Develop a stru cturally integrated parking system of on - grade, roof deck, and
structure parking.
Parking re quirements can be conveniently met in a program which combines
on-grade, roof deck and structure parking. In contrast to suburban centers
which are developed on relatively inexpensive land, the cost of land in the Loop
does not justify extensive on - grade parking. I n addition, a new center in the
Loop surrounded by o n- grade parking facilities would create insurmountable
design probl ems in knitting the proposed center to its surrounding neighborhoods.

The design plan and illustrative drawings show how an integrated system could
be developed in a new center: seventy (70 ) on-grade parking spaces are shown
on the north face of the proposed center and e i ghty (80) to the rear of shops on
the south side . Over 300 spaces are shown on roof decks and the remaining
requirement is accommodated in parking structures.
In order to leave Delmar through the Loop unencumbered by turning movement
i nt o and out of parking areas, parking access a n d egress should be tied directly
to th e proposed n ew perimeter road on the north and sou t h faces of t h e new center.
15

9.

Utilize the Delmar Harvard playground for on- grade parking at peak hours.
A successful redevelopment of the Loop might make the existing Delmar Harvard
School and playground very attractive to private development for some commercial use and the City might eventw;lly consider relocating the school and selling
the land.
Until such time that the existing school site and playground is completely redeveloped, the existing playground should be re-planned: first, to provide a
fir e access lane to Kingsland Avenue; second, to improve its overall appearance through extensive landscape development; and third, to permit parking
at peak shopping periods after school hours and at periods of the year when the
playground is not in use. 140 parking spac es could be provided on the playground.
Parking on the playground, however, will create some additional maintenance
problems with the collection of oil spots and other automobile dirt.

10.

Develop a coordinated parking program for the entire retail area including
Eastgate- Westgate.
Unless the entire new center or a very large portion of it is constructed by a
single developer, it is unlikely that parking structure{s) can be privately financed.
Publically financed garages could be placed at a disadvantage with developerprov ided free parking.
The following alternatives are available:
First, the City could develop a coordinated program of structure and on-grade
parking for the e ntire retail area, including the lots to be constructed by the
City in Eastgate- Westgate. Such a program would eliminate the possibility
of c ompetition and permit the entire program, structure and on-grade facilities , to be financed as a single package. The lots which are cheaper to construct could help subsidize the more expensive structures, since revenues from
both could be coordinated . The capital cost of this program to the City might
be balanced by a higher land cost to developers.
A second alternative would be for the City to build all structure parking and

let private developers provide on-grade and dec k faciliti es . This second alternative might place revenue producing public facilities at a disadvantage with
free on-grad e and deck parking provided by developers.
A third alternative would be for the City to construct parking structures, pro-

vide free parking, and obtain credits to the project for the structures under
existing urban renewal legislation.
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PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

The relatively high density of development and the pattern of public ways to the no rth
and east of the Loop will place the largest movements of pedestrian traffic on Leland ,
Heman and Kingsland Avenues from the north and on a proposed new pedestrian way
from the Eastgate- Westgate neighborhood along Enright Avenue extension. Some
movement will take place from the Civic Center along Delmar and considerable foot
traffic can be expected all along Delmar.
The market analysis in defining the role of the new center as a "neighborhood community shopping center" anticipates that a significant portion of the center's sales
volume will come from the surrounding neighborhoods.
In order to knit surrounding neighborhoods to the proposed new center and to provide
safe and convenient pedestrian access, we recommend the following criteria for
development of pedestrian ways to the new center:
11.

Place public pedestrian ways into the center along major desire
movement.

lines ~

Clear and direct pedestrian access into t h e
center should be maintained along H eman
and Leland A venues to the north; from th e
Eastgate-Westgate neighborhood and acros
the Greenway along a new pedestrian way, \
Enr ight Avenue extension; and along the
"ends" of the center at Kingsland and Melville . The long parcel on the south side
of Delmar should have a minimum of two
throughways.
The illustrat~v.e drawings show how these
access points to the center are knit by a
wide sidewalk along the entire periphery
and along both sides of Delmar. A public
walkway along the existing Heman rightof-way l eads to a broad new public plaza.

------

Pedestrian approaches

Int ernally on the north side of Delmar, the illustrative drawings show movement along an east -we st axis from a retail generator at Kingsland Avenue and
Delmar Boulevard through an interior mall to the public plaza and another large
retail generator in the block between Heman and Leland Avenues. On the south
side of Delmar, major pedestrian movement is expected to occur between parking facilities at the rear and individual shops and across the faces of the row of
shops.

,.

12.

Develop an active retail building face along the major pedestrian ways into the
center.
In order to minimize apparent walking distances, to present an apparently vital
and active center to shopper s arriving by foot and car, and finally to take advantage of heavy pedestrian movement for the display and sale of merchandise,
active architectural faces should be maintained on Kingsland and Leland Avenues
and Delmar. Boulevard, and on the northern face of the center between Heman and
Leland at the juncture of what will probably be t h e heaviest neighborhood pedestrian movement into the new center .
The illustrative sketches show the arrangement of architectural volum es and
uses in relationship to the proposed major pedestrian ways. On the south side
of Delmar Boulevard, parking areas and parking structures have been placed to
the rear where little pedestrian movement is anticipated. The major parking
structure on the north side of the center has been placed between Heman and
Kingsland Avenues where the least pedestrian movement into the center from
the north is anticipated .
Drawing the architectural vol umes of these buildings as close as possible to
the Metcalfe neighborhood and to the principal walkways, as shown on the illustrativ e sketches, will also help reduce apparent walking distances to the center .

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
The present "image" of University City approaching the Civic Center along Delmar
Boulevard from St. Louis is poor. The boulevard through the Eastgate-Westgate
neighborhood and the Loop is wide and rough, the sidewalks alongside are cracked
and patched and but a single street tree remains to give some visual relief. The
broad paved playground at the corner of De lmar and Kingsland is bare and cheerless.
In sharp contrast to this portion of Delmar, stands the handsome and carefully composed Civic Center and the beautiful tree lined boulevard west of the Lion Gates.
13.

Initiate a comprehensive program of public improvements for the Loop shopping
area, including new streets, walks and a public plaza. T his program should be
. developed for Delmar Boulevard and the Loop from the Lion Gates east to St.
Louis. Public improvements for the Loop shopping area will include improvements to the existing streets such as Delmar and Kingsland, construction of
new sidewalks along public ways , landscape development of the public ways
including lighting and the placement of street trees, provisions of open spaces
such as the proposed public plaza and possibly some parking.
Outside of the Loop shopping c e nter, public improve~ents will include small
sitting areas in the center islands on Heman, Leland and Clemens Avenues,
stre e t and alley improvements in the Metcalfe neighborhood, and the develop ment of Metcalfe Park.
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The design plan shows a comprehensive program of new streets, open space
and landscape development from the Lion Gates east through the Loop . Because
of their single purpose and their ability to be directly controlled by the City,
the public improvements afford the City the single best opportunity to create
a new "image" at the gateway to the City through the Delmar Loop .
The existing Loop shopping area is not in any way identified from the "strip"
commercial development that lines Delmar Boulevard through St. Louis and
University City. Delmar Boulevard through Eastgate- Westgate is presently a
continuous channel-like space to the Civic Center and the present focus, the
City Hall.
.
The design plan and illustrative sketches show
how a new spatial sequence and focus could be
developed to help identify the new Loop. In the
design plan, Delmar Boulevard through Eastgate- Westgate continues to be treated as a corridor by maintaining the existing building setbacks and filling in voids in the continuous
facades where they occur and by a consistent
use of paving materials, plant materials and
street lighting.

•
FOCAL

Existing spatial sequence

*

c

Within the proposed new center, the "corridor"
::~7A~
through Eastgate-Westgate opens dramatically
GJ.c;J ~P==
to a broad public plaza. At Kingsland at Delmar =o~;:;T.~==rr---r-:~~;':~~~~~~
the boulevard again is narrowed spatially only to '
L_____J
open again at the City Hall. The spatial sequence
1<""."""")1( LooP )k '"'"'""""'""' )I
is articulated and emphasized at the new center
by placing the buildings facing Delmar at Kings ·
Proposed spatial sequence
land and Leland Avenues, as close to the street
as possible. The spatial focus of the public plaza
within the new center is strengthened by a change
in the paving material of Delmar Boulevard, and
by a change in the scale of lighting and plant materials. The proposed plaza with its fountain is intended to serve as the visual and activity focus of the
new center.
Around the new Center, the regular form of the proposed new perimeter road
and its articulation with regularly spaced street trees and lights is intended not
\ only to provide the required access, but to clearly identify the edges of the new
Loop.
Pedestrian ways from the Metcalfe neighborhood are identified spatially and
with changes in pavement texture where they cross the perimeter road. Greenway is linked to the Center at Leland and the island which separates automobile
1traffic in the Metcalfe neighborhood from the new Center will provide an unobstructed new pathway from th e surrounding neighborhoods to Kingsland Avenue
and the D elmar Harvard School.
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DESIGN CONTROLS
Under the "open" Plan, the City and Redevelopment Authority have three principal
means available for achieving design of quality in the Delmar Loop project: First,
through the design form of the land use, circulation and open space pattern established
in the official Plan; second, through the design of public improvements; and third,
through review of developers' proposals in the Execution Phase of the project, Developers' proposals will be reviewed for the design objectives outlined in this report
and illustrated on the desigJt plan, as well as some supplementary zoning controls
and building requirements .
A.

Design Objectives and Recommendations, Summary
Land Use
1.

2.

Develop an intensive, integrated center, urban in character, with a maximum building coverage.
Allocate the area on the north side of Delmar Boulevard to pedestrian oriented shoppers goods stores and the area to the south of Delmar Boule vard to automobile related convenience facilities.

Rehabilitation and Clearance
3.

4.

Retain those buildings which are structurally sound and that can individually
be rehabilitated to meet the minimum property and design standard of the
Plan, and that can be integrated into a total new development for the Loop.
Remove the remaining structures for redevelopment.
Reuse first floor office space and open parking areas in the Loop for
more intensive retail and service-commercial development.

Vehicular Circulation
5.

6.

7.

Re-plan the entire length of Delmar Boulevard, including the intersections,
from the Civic Center through the Loop and Eastgate- Westgate to the St.
Louis city limits.
Place a perimeter street around the shopping center to maximize the opportunity for vehicle access and to help establish the identity of the Delmar Loop
through a clear, strong and perceptible pattern of vehicular access.
Establish a residential precinct north of the shopping center by maintaining a
clear separation of traffic generated by the new center from the neighborhood.

Parking
8.

~K
10.

Develop a structurally integrated parking system of on-grade, roof deck,
and structure parking.
Utilize the Delmar Harvard playground for on-grade parking at peak shopping
hours .
Develop a coordinated parking program for the entire retail area including
Eastgate- Westgate.
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edestrian

Access and Circulation

Place public pedestrian ways into the new Center along major desire lines
of movement.
2. Develop an active retail building face along the major pedestrian way into
the Center.
1.

Public Improvements
13. Initiate a comprehensive program of public improvements for the Loop shopping area including new streets, walks and a new public plaza.
B.

Design Controls
Zoning
In order to give both the potential developers and the Redevelopment Authority
the maximum flexibility to develop an integrated new Center, we recommend that
the entire Loop shopping area be placed in a new Planned Development District
with the following permitted uses:
Parcel 1 - Primary: retail
Secondary: service-commercial, office.
public institution, parking, residential
(upper levels only)
Parcel 2 - Primary: retail
Secondary: service-commercial, office,
public institution, parking and residential
Parcel 3 - Primary: office, service-commercial,
residential, public institution
Secondary: parking
Parcel 4 - Primary: service-commercial
Secondary: retail, office, public institution, parking, residential (above the
first floor only)
Parcel 5 -

Parcel numbers

Primary: service-commercial or office
Secondary: retail, public institution,
parking

Parcel 6 - Primary: residential
Secondary: retail, service-commercial,
office, public institution, parking
Within the general limits outlined in the report and illustrated on the design pl an,
the range of permitted uses from retail to residential will permit an intensively
integrated development and will also give to the Authority sufficient flexibility
in adapting to the particular needs of developers and the size of the new program.
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C.

Disposition of Parcels
In the disposition of Parcels 1 through 6, the permitted uses on the various par cels are intended to meet the overall design objectives outlined in the report and
illustrated on the design plan.
For example, in Parcels 1 and 2, the design intention is that this land be reserved
primarily for pedestrian oriented retail uses. Automobile oriented service-commercial uses, office, public institution, and parking should occupy only a portion
of the gromd level contact space. Parking is omitted from the primary permitted
uses on Parcel 3 in order to encourage the development of a building volume on
this important corner. On Parcel 5, the objective is to fill the void between the
Varsity Theatre and the office structure at the corner of Delmar Blvd. and Millbrook. Parcel 6 is reserved primarily for an urban housing site for high density
development because of its desirable location next to the Greenway and the proposed new shopping center.

D.

Staging of Development
Staging of new development is particularly critical in the disposition of Parcels
1, 2 and 4 because of their size and the number of tenants that currently occupy
space in buildings on these parcels.

\

Staging should generally meet two objectives: First, new development should be
staged in such a way that existing tenants are not prematurely displaced; second,
new development should be staged so that large areas of cleared buildings do not
remain undeveloped for long periods of time.
Unless a total new development is undertaken all at once for Parcels 1 and 2,
clearance and new development in these Parcels should begin in Parcel 1 north
of the existing Enright Avenue. Clearance on Parcels 3, 5 and 6 can be staged
as each parcel is disposed. Parcel 4 lends itself to disposition to a number of
developers and clearance should be staged to the disposition of each parcel.

E.

~r

1.

<;;mll.r:ols

Signs
The objectives of sign controls for the proposed new center are : First, to
keep the gross areas of signs to a reasonable size and number; and second,
to keep sign illumination at a reasonable level. The recently revised University City sign ordinance provides good general criteria for Authority review of development proposals regarding the number, size and lighting of
signs.
All proposed signs in the project area, however, should be made subject to
the design review and approval of the Redevelopment Authority. The developers' proposals should be reviewed for their individual merit within the .
overall design objectives for the center. As contrasted to the Eastgate Westgate area, some flashing and animated signs may be appropriate, as
well as the use of colored light.
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2.

Building R e quir em ents
MlnimumSetback a a&. b)

0 .. 12' 2nd fl. &

Kin:;,land

Delmar-20' ! at
n., l2'2ndfl.&

pe rimetu
atree t-15'

Maximum Bldg .

Maximum 8ld1.

45'forl afl20'
depth from Delmar
140'forremalnln

(not app licable )

perimeter

street-40'
Klngaland &

proi;.rtyltne

~::::.~·~/10'· ~~~~~a.;:."

::;;:~~~~

p&rcel-12';remainderofpar-

cel-35'

,,.
Dimenaion a are fromcurbllnesof exi stingorpropo aedatr eet&.

b.

l.rladdittontoaetbacks, de.,eloperllahoulddemonstratethatoff·atreetloadlngapaceforcomm e r cial
a clivlty laadequateinnumber, a\ze, loc ation. acceaa and a rrangeme nt

00
45' HEIGHT

RESTRICTIONJtr~'!~~~~!t~~~~~-1::=~::::.:~~

Plan showing building requirements
3.

Open Space
The propos ed public open s pace should contain a minimum of 18, 000 sq. ft .
w ith a 100ft. mini mum frontage along D elmar Avenue. The d esign plan shows
this space between the existing University City Building and the American
National Insur a n ce Company Building. Should the retail program not develop
as anticipated this space should probably be located between t h e Amer i can
National Insurance Company and the Delmar Gardens Apartment s.
Th e existing H eman r i ght-of - way sho uld be kept by the City to provide a broad
n ew public walkway i nto the new Center.
Additional pedestrian ways shou l d be r e quir e d of developers in the general
locations shown in order to insure good int erior access and movement.
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